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Abstract
In this paper, I first introduce one of the most prominent objections against the 
Growing Block Theory of time (GBT), the so-called ‘epistemic objection’, accord-
ing to which GBT provides no way of knowing that our time is the objective present 
and, therefore, leads at best to absolute skepticism about our temporal location, at 
worst to the quasi-certainty that we are located in the objective past. Secondly, I 
express my dissatisfaction regarding the various traditional attempts to address this 
objection, especially Merricks (2006), Forrest (2004) and Correia and Rosenkranz 
(2018). Thirdly, I show that the passage of time leads to an anti-essentialist pic-
ture of natural kinds. Finally, I develop my own solution to the epistemic objection, 
based on the continued existence of bare particulars.

Keywords Growing Block Theory · Bare particulars · Natural kind · Existence in 
the past · Epistemic objection · Essentialism

1 Introduction

One can distinguishes at least two ways of doing philosophy of time. First, one can 
be interested in the phenomenology of temporal awareness. Edmund Husserl (1964), 
for example, argues that a perspicuous account of time must explain how temporal 
objects (e.g., a melody) though composed of distinguishable moments, are appre-
hended as a unity (rather than as a convoluted patchwork). Secondly, one can be 
interested in physical time, which belongs to the reality itself. For example, Vesselin 
Petkov (2006) argues for the ‘block universe’ view of time, according to which time 
is an ingredient of a single, four-dimensional relativistic spacetime. The Growing 
Block Theory (‘GBT’ thereafter) falls more to this second way of doing philosophy 
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of time, since it describes time as much an objective dimension of reality as any of 
the three spatial ones. However, most proponents of GBT break away from this tra-
ditional distinction, as they try to reconcile the phenomenology of temporal aware-
ness with physical time. In short, they often take some of our pre-theoretical intui-
tions (e.g., the intuition that time passes, that the future is open, etc.) to be reliable 
indicators of how physical time actually is (cf. Grandjean 2021a).

GBT was first set out in C.D. Broad’s Scientific Thought (1923). This theory is 
commonly introduced as a hybrid between presentism (i.e. the theory that only the 
present exists) and eternalism (i.e. the theory that the past, the present, and the future 
exist). For, GBT is committed to the existence of the past (and the present), but not 
to the existence of the future. Moreover, GBT is a dynamic theory: it depicts the 
block universe as increasing, with new moments of times coming into existence to 
join the moments that already exist. As Broad puts it: “[n]othing has happened to the 
present by becoming past except that fresh slices of existence have been added to the 
total history of the world. The past is thus as real as the present. On the other hand, 
the essence of a present event is, not that it precedes future events, but that there is 
quite literally nothing to which it has the relation of precedence” (1923: 66). Since, 
from Broad’s perspective, there is nothing such as ceasing to exist, the sum total of 
existence is always increasing. Finally, GBT takes the present to be the ‘boundary of 
reality’, beyond which there is nothing at all. To use William Grey’s metaphor, the 
present is a kind of “ontological gateway” through which times and events have to 
pass on their way to become real and always remain so (cf. 1997: 216).

However, despite some attractive features,1 GBT is subject to many objections. In 
particular, since GBT is commonly introduced as a hybrid between presentism and 
eternalism, it is often criticized for accumulating the flaws that are identified in these 
two mainstream theories. For example, just like presentism, GBT seems to conflict 
with the theories of relativity, especially because of the absolute notion of objective 
simultaneity it requires to define the ‘boundary of reality’ (cf. Rietdijk, 1966, Put-
nam, 1967). Furthermore, just like the ‘moving spotlight’ view, which corresponds 
to the A-theoretic version of eternalism, GBT seems to face with the so-called ‘epis-
temic objection’, according to which it would provide no way of knowing that our 
time is the objective present.2 The present article deals only with the latter objection. 
In the second section, I will expose the epistemic objection, as well as some immedi-
ate attempts to escape it. In the third section, I will introduce three more substantive 
ways of responding the objection; I will discuss the solutions to be found in Trenton 
Merricks (2006), Peter Forrest (2004), and Fabrice Correia and Sven Rosenkranz 
(2018). In the fourth section, I will show that the passage of time leads to an anti-
essentialist picture of natural kinds. Finally, in the fifth section, I will develop my 
own solution to the epistemic objection, based on the continued existence of bare 
particulars.

1  For instance, GBT seems ontologically well designed for accounting for the intuitive asymmetry 
between the ‘open future’ and the ‘fixed past’ (cf. Grandjean 2021a, b, Correia & Rosenkranz, 2018).
2  B-theories of time are not affected by the epistemic objection, due to the indexical nature of “present” 
on these accounts (cf. Cameron, 2015: 8).
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2  A Skeptical Challenge for GBT

One of the most prominent objections against GBT, commonly called ‘the epistemic 
objection’, was first pressed by Craig Bourne (2002) and further developed by David 
Braddon-Mitchell (2004) and Trenton Merricks (2006). In its original form, this 
objection purports to show that GBT leads to absolute skepticism about where we 
are temporally located. In particular, GBT would provide no basis for saying that our 
time is the objective present. But it is also possible to sharpen the epistemic objec-
tion in order to obtain an even more problematic conclusion: GBT would imply that 
we are, almost certainly, located in the objective past. In other words, the growing 
block’s edge is most likely located in the future of now. The epistemic objection can 
be formulated as follows.

According to GBT, both the past and the present exist and, therefore, everything 
that is either past or present exists. For example, Napoleon exists (although he is not 
located at the present time), as well as everything that concerns Napoleon, such as 
his beliefs. Among Napoleon’s beliefs is presumably the belief that he is located in 
the present when, for example, he is crowning the Emperor.3 It indeed seems that, 
just as we believe to be located in the present at the current moment, Napoleon 
believes that he is located in the present when he becomes the first Emperor of the 
French. In other words, GBT seems to imply not only that thinking subjects located 
in the objective past exist, but also that they believe that the time they exist at is the 
objective present. Yet, we obviously know that these thinking subjects are wrong 
in holding this belief, since we succeed them. In particular, we have no doubt that 
Napoleon is located in the past (he died two hundred years ago, after all). Of course, 
that does not mean that Napoleon has never been right to believe that he was located 
in the present: his belief was true on 2 December 1804, but is clearly false on 20 
April 2022.

Taking that for granted, the question that Craig Bourne (2002), David Braddon-
Mitchell (2004) and Trenton Merricks (2006) have asked to growing blockers is: 
‘Assuming that GBT is true, what guarantees that we, as thinking subjects, are 
located in the present?’. Perhaps, in the year 2120, some people look at us just as 
we look at Napoleon, and think: ‘These naive people believe that they are located 
in the present, while they are embedded in the past!’. In other words, we are in no 
better epistemic position than thinking subjects located in the objective past who 
are wrongly believing that they are located in the objective present, since “[…] we 
would have all the same beliefs […] even if we were past” (Bourne,  2002: 362). 
GBT seems therefore to lead to absolute skepticism about our temporal localization. 
Specifically, this theory seems to provide no reason to believe that we are located in 
the present time.

Worse, the probability that our time is the objective present (and therefore that 
we are right to believe that it is) is vanishingly small. After all, the objective present 
might well be located tomorrow, next year, or five billion years beyond the current 

3  It should be remembered that on December 2, 1804 Napoleon crowned himself.
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moment, so that we are actually located in the objective past. Since all these alterna-
tives should be regarded as equally likely (our beliefs would in each case be the same, 
after all), the hypothesis that our time is the objective present is almost certainly false 
(cf. Braddon-Mitchell, 2004: 200). In other words, the only possibility that we are 
located in the present does not carry any weight (in terms of probability) in the face 
of the multitude of possibilities that we are actually located in the past, so that we can 
assert without a doubt that we are living in the past. These two implications – skepti-
cism about our temporal localization, and the quasi-certainty of being localized in the 
past – look absurd and must, according to some, lead us to reject GBT.

However, there are some immediate reasons to think that this objection is not 
definitive. First, it may be noted that there is something paradoxical in arguing that 
GBT leads to absolute skepticism about where we are temporally located and, at 
the same time, that GBT implies that we are (almost certainly) located in the objec-
tive past. It seems that these two implications cannot both be true: either a theory is 
guilty of generating doubts, or it is guilty of generating counterintuitive certitudes. 
But, clearly, if GBT implies that we are (almost certainly) located in the objective 
past, then it is simply wrong to claim that this theory provides no basis for knowing 
where we are temporally located: we are in the past, there is (almost) no doubt about 
this! Of course, one could reply that, although GBT implies that we are (almost cer-
tainly) located in the objective past, this does not rule out any form of skepticism; 
proponents of the epistemic objection seem mainly concerned with our exact loca-
tion. For example, it might be argued that GBT provides no basis for saying whether 
we are located in the recent or the distant past. But, even if one concedes this, it 
is still wrong to claim that we have no way of knowing that our time is (or, in this 
case, is not) the objective present. Obviously, this preliminary remark does not put 
an end to the debate since, even taken on an individual basis, these two implications 
remain problematic for GBT. But it indicates that the epistemic objection might rest 
on some sophistic premises that may (and will) be challenged.

Secondly, it may be noted that the epistemic objection does not merely concern 
GBT, but is equally applicable to every A-theory of time that distinguishes between 
the notions of existing at the present time and just existing. For example, the epis-
temic objection is equally applicable to the moving spotlight theorists (who combine 
eternalism and the A-theory of time). In a certain sense, the problem is even more 
serious for them, since not only could their theory imply an infinite number of pos-
sibilities that we are located in the objective past, but also an infinite number of 
possibilities that we are located in the objective future. In an A-eternalist context, 
the probability of being localized in the objective present is therefore even lower 
than in GBT. By contrast, presentism seems to be immune to the epistemic objec-
tion: if no other times exist, then there is no puzzle in knowing that we are cur-
rently in the objective present (cf. Bourne, 2006: 24, Braddon-Mitchell, 2004: 199, 
Heathwood, 2005: 50, Zimmerman, 2008: 216).4 Of course, pointing out the flaws 
of other theories does not put GBT in a better position; but it shows at least that if 

4  Nonetheless, Cameron (2015: 23) argues that the epistemic objection faces every A-theory of time, not 
only the non-presentist ones. According to him, appealing to the fact that presentism entails that we are 
now in the objective present does not help to solve the epistemic problem of how we know that we are in 
the objective present (unless we can come to know that presentism is true, which seems just as difficult 
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we take the epistemic objection seriously, then we are compelled either to accept 
presentism or to abandon the idea of an objective present, which sounds suspicious. 
It would indeed be quite surprising that such a skeptical challenge, though embar-
rassing, could undermine any attempt to defend a non-presentist A-theory of time, 
even though sometimes some facts are indeed surprising.

Thirdly, one could regard the epistemic objection as completely harmless. After 
all, as its name suggests, this objection is of an epistemic nature and, therefore, can-
not pose a threat to GBT, which is a metaphysical theory. In that sense, GBT may 
perhaps lead to absolute skepticism about where we are temporally located (or even 
to the quasi-certainty that we all are temporally located in the past), but this does not 
imply that GBT is false. What we can (or cannot) know about our temporal location 
has no impact on the temporal structure of the world. Assuming that the world is 
such as growing blockers claim, we might have no choice but to accept skepticism as 
an unfortunate consequence. This reply sounds acceptable, but since one of the main 
reasons for accepting GBT is that it can account for some pre-theoretic intuitions 
we have regarding the nature of time, it would surely be problematic to end up with 
a theory that implies the truth of positions as counterintuitive as skepticism. Worse 
than this: if the skeptical conclusion is accepted, the openness intuition for accepting 
GBT in the first place is undermined, because the future is open only when one is at 
the present – if I am deep into the past of the block, the future (or at least my imme-
diate future for as long as the present is in my future) is closed. It therefore seems 
preferable to favor more substantial solutions to the skeptical challenge raised by the 
epistemic objection, such as those developed by Trenton Merricks (2006), Peter For-
rest (2004), or Fabrice Correia and Sven Rosenkranz (2018).

3  Three Unsatisfactory Attempts to Meet the Skeptical Challenge

A first solution to the skeptical challenge is due to Trenton Merricks (2006), who 
argues that the epistemic objection relies on an uncharitable interpretation of what 
beliefs, such as ˹I am sitting here at the present time˺, are about. After all, assuming 
that a belief about the present cannot occur instantaneously, the growing blocker 
might have no choice but to concede that such beliefs are never (not even for an 
instant) true, which sounds implausible. Merricks therefore proposes to distinguish 
the ‘objective present’ (i.e. the growing edge of reality) from the ‘subjective present’ 
(i.e. an indexical, like ‘here’ or ‘this place’). According to him, growing blockers 
should say that Napoleon’s beliefs like ˹I am crowning the Emperor at the present 
time˺ are always about the subjective present, so that such beliefs can be true even 

as knowing that we are now in the objective present). Cameron’s solution to the epistemic objection, 
which is available to every A-theorist of time, is to adopt an externalist account of knowledge according 
to which we do not have to have any subjective evidence that the time we exist at is the objective present 
in order to know that it is so (cf. Cameron, 2015: 49–50). Of course, the main weakness of Cameron’s 
solution is that it crucially depends upon whether externalism is a viable theory of knowledge, while 
many epistemologists think it is not.

Footnote 4 (continued)
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though Napoleon is not on the edge of reality. Similarly, growing blockers should 
say that everyone else’s beliefs about ‘the present’ are in fact beliefs about the sub-
jective present, which prevents GBT from implying that every belief about the pre-
sent is almost certainly false. In brief, Merricks argues that GBT should be regarded 
as a hybrid between the A- and the B-theory of time: growing blockers should agree 
with B-theorists that ‘the present’ is typically an indexical (i.e. the present is typi-
cally a matter of perspective), and they should agree with A-theorists that, in addi-
tion, there is an objective present (the growing edge of reality) used when GBT itself 
is being discussed.

However, as Merricks himself points out, the distinction between the ‘objec-
tive present’ and the ‘subjective present’ detracts GBT from its original purpose: to 
provide a natural view of time. The distinction between the ‘objective present’ and 
the ‘subjective present’ calls for other distinctions, especially between the ‘objec-
tive future’ (i.e. the time which is not yet part of being) and the ‘subjective future’ 
(i.e. the future that follows the subjective present).5 In particular, growing blockers 
must acknowledge that, just as our typical beliefs about the present are in fact beliefs 
about the subjective present, our typical beliefs about the future are in fact beliefs 
about the subjective future. For example, we are certainly right to believe that ˹the 
discovery of a cure for cancer is in the future˺, provided that by ‘the future’ we mean 
‘the subjective future’. After all, for all we know, this discovery is in the objective 
past! As a result, it is only philosophers of time, while they are discussing GBT, who 
use ‘the future’ to mean ‘the time beyond which nothing exists’. But this is clearly 
problematic, since it is our ordinary beliefs about the future (not philosophers’ ones) 
that GBT is meant to guarantee by stating that nothing exists beyond the present! It 
therefore seems that as soon as GBT distinguishes between two notions of the pre-
sent – objective and subjective – it betrays the ordinary intuitions that initially made 
this theory attractive.

Another reason why Merrick’s suggestion is not appealing is that it makes every 
typical belief about the present trivially true, while – assuming that non-present peo-
ple may also have such beliefs – we clearly think that they are wrong in holding 
them. Specifically, if all our typical beliefs about the present are in fact about the 
subjective present (which is to be understood as an indexical that merely refers to 
‘the moment at which these beliefs are held or uttered’), then we cannot be wrong 
in holding these beliefs. People at any location in time are trivially right to believe 
(supposing that they do) that they are located in the present, since all that this belief 
requires to be true is to be held or uttered. Yet, supposing that Napoleon has the 
belief that the time he exists at is the present, it seems that he is wrong. Napoleon is 
obviously not located in the present and, therefore, he is wrong to believe (suppos-
ing that he does) that he is. In other words, not only do we think that we are right 
when we believe we are located at the present time, but we also think that people 
existing at other times (e.g., Napoleon) are wrong in holding this belief. It therefore 

5  Growing blockers must also distinguish the ‘objective past’ (i.e. the past that precedes the objective 
present) from the ‘subjective past’ (i.e. the past that precedes the subjective present) (cf. Merricks, 2006: 
106).
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seems that as soon as one admits that we can have the belief that we are located at 
the present time without being actually located at that time, one should allow for the 
possibility of being wrong in holding this belief.

A second solution to the skeptical challenge is due to Peter Forrest (2004), who 
claims that the epistemic objection relies on a mistaken assumption, namely that 
both past and present beings are conscious and, therefore, presumably think that 
the time they exist at is the objective present. According to his highly controversial 
‘dead past hypothesis’, consciousness is a phenomenon that emerges only at the edge 
of the growing block; it is a by-product of what Forrest calls the “causal-frisson” 
(2004: 359). If we believe that we are located in the present then we are necessarily 
right to believe it, since, if we were located in the past, we would not believe any-
thing – we would be zombies (devoid of consciousness). As Forrest puts it: “[l]ife 
and sentience are, I submit, activities not states. Activities only occur on the bound-
ary of reality, while states can be in the past. […] The past is […] dead” (2004: 
359). Thus, according to Forrest, Napoleon exists and he is like us in some respects 
(e.g., he is a physical entity just as we are), but he is not like us in all respects, as, in 
particular, he is not conscious. Of course, this is not to say that Napoleon has never 
been conscious; he was conscious when the time he exists at was the boundary of 
reality, since it is precisely the fact of being on the boundary of reality that gave him 
consciousness. However, in 2021 Napoleon is a zombie, while we are not. We can 
therefore be sure (by introspection) that we are located in the present (cf. also Curtis 
& Robson, 2016: 77–78).

Nonetheless, although Forrest’s response certainly overcomes the epistemic 
objection, the ‘dead past hypothesis’ brings its own range of problems. First, this 
hypothesis seems incompatible with GBT’s claim that there always was an edge 
of reality, including at times when there was no consciousness at all (e.g., 4  bil-
lion years ago): if consciousness were a by-product of the ‘causal frisson’, then 
consciousness should be observed at all times, which is obviously not the case. Of 
course, Forrest might reply that the ‘causal frisson’ is merely one of the many neces-
sary conditions for consciousness to emerge. But then, it is not clear what further 
conditions must be met. Secondly, the ‘dead past hypothesis’ entails that presentness 
generates consciousness in a non-trivial sense. There are indeed many philosophers 
who argue that “[…] there is no interesting connection between consciousness and 
presentness” (Meyer,  2016: 151). Worse, there are even philosophers who defend 
the exact opposite view, i.e. that if there were no judgmental awareness, then there 
would be no presentness: “[a]n event’s occurring now depends on someone’s being 
judgmentally aware of it now” (Baker,  2010: 32, see also Grünbaum,  1967: 17).6 
This is certainly not the place to settle this debate, and we do not want GBT to com-
mit us to any controversial theory of the emergence of consciousness; so it seems 
preferable to reject the ‘dead past hypothesis’.

6  This does not necessarily imply that the existence of time itself requires consciousness. Barker (2010: 
32) argues even without conscious observers, there would still be instants of time that are ordered by the 
earlier-than relation (cf. also Meyer, 2016, pp. 145–147).
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Finally, a third solution to the skeptical challenge is due to Fabrice Correia and 
Sven Rosenkranz (2018), who argue that the epistemic objection rests on an unchar-
itable rendition of the growing block view: “[…] to say, on the one hand, that the 
past is real (exists), and hence that so are (do) the events that once occurred, is not 
to say, on the other, that past events are still occurring” (2018: 89). There indeed 
seems that behind each formulation of the epistemic objection lies the presumption 
that, according to GBT, past beings (e.g., Cesar, Napoleon) still believe that they are 
in the objective present7 – which sounds absurd, since these people are long dead! 
This presumption clearly distorts the tensed metaphysics underpinned by GBT: the 
block is not like a “[…] multi-storey building, with lower floors corresponding to 
the more distant past, where what happens on each floor is still happening, even if 
it is not happening on the last floor” (2018: 89). The solution proposed by Correia 
and Rosenkranz is to regard ‘occurring’ as a temporary property that an event, such 
as ‘Napoleon is having conscious thoughts’, once had at some time earlier than now, 
but no longer has now (without this event having ceased to exist). It indeed seems 
that Broad’s original view can allow for this solution, since it is anyway committed 
to temporary properties (that an event once had, but no longer has), such as being 
new. Therefore, contrary to what is presumed in the epistemic objection, it does not 
follow from GBT that if once Napoleon believed himself to be in the objective pre-
sent, he is still believing so.8 Assuming that there are temporary properties, it can 
be argued that, whereas we believe that our time is the objective present, Napoleon 
(who still exists in the past) once had this belief but no longer has it. In short: events 
can cease to occur without ceasing to exist.

However, although one may agree with Correia and Rosenkranz (and with For-
rest) that past beings no longer have belief about the present (or about anything else), 
it is far from clear that one can always distinguish between the existence of an event 
and its occurrence. As Peter Geach puts it: “[o]bviously we cannot take this seri-
ously: an actor can be distinguished from his appearance on the stage but we cannot 
distinguish an event on the one hand and the occurrence or emergence or appearance 
or taking place of the event on the other hand” (1973: 210). Of course, Correia and 
Rosenkranz might reply that their theory does not involve non-occurring events, but 

7  Correia and Rosenkranz (2018: 86) acknowledge that the presumption that lies behind some formu-
lations of the ‘epistemic objection’ (e.g., Bourne,  2002: 362) might be less radical: while past beings 
no longer believe to be in the objective present at that time, their beliefs are nonetheless answerable to 
how things stand at that time. However, this second presumption also fails: what needs to be taken into 
account in order to evaluate past beings’ beliefs is only how reality was back then. In particular, the fact 
that reality has since then grown is irrelevant for the assessment of past beings’ beliefs (cf. Correia & 
Rosenkranz, 2018: 94).
8  Nonetheless, as Correia and Rosenkranz argue, not only does Napoleon still exist, but so does his 
belief. However, this does not imply that Napoleon’s belief to be in the objective present is false now: 
beliefs of tensed propositions do not change their alethic status depending on the changes in worldly 
conditions (cf. Evans, 1985: 349–350). In this sense, the fact that, back then, reality was such that Napo-
leon’s time was the last time (i.e. the edge of the block) is the only one relevant for the assessment of 
Napoleon’s belief to be in the objective present. Therefore, there is no sense at all in which Napoleon 
is now mistaken: if Napoleon’s belief was knowledge at the time this belief was entertained, it still is a 
piece of knowledge now (cf. Correia & Rosenkranz, 2018: 92).
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only events that do not occur at all times at which they exist. However, this reply 
is not satisfying. This becomes evident when considering a particular event, such 
as a pain (e.g., a headache): how could a pain exist at a time without being painful 
at that time? This sounds like a category mistake. A pain, at least as defined by the 
International Association for the Study of Pain, is “[…] an unpleasant sensory and 
emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described 
in terms of such damage” (IASP, 1994: 209).9 In other words, pains are subjective; 
their existence depends on feeling them. There is no time at which pains exist with-
out being felt. Yet, Correia and Rosenkranz explicitly integrate into their ontology 
pains that are no longer painful. As they put it: “[one might want to] reject the idea 
that insofar as the past pain still exists, it still is painful, just as we reject the idea 
that insofar as WWI still exists, people are still dying in the trenches” (2018: 90). 
Thus, although Correia and Rosenkranz’s solution to the skeptical challenge rests on 
a fair point (GBT does not imply that events that once occurred are still occurring), 
it must be rejected on pain of generating paradoxical entities (such as pains that are 
not painful at all times they exist). Since this latter solution, like the previous two, is 
unsatisfying, I propose to develop in the next sections my own solution to the epis-
temic objection, which involves an anti-essentialist picture of kinds.

4  An Anti‑Essentialist Picture of Kinds

Generally speaking, it seems absurd to claim that when objects and events pass from 
being present to being past, they merely change with respect to their A-properties 
(i.e. they do not undergo any other alteration whatsoever). As Dean Zimmerman 
puts it: “[e]verybody knows that when events and things ‘recede into the past’ they 
are very different from the way they are when present” (2008: 221). It is therefore 
uncharitable to presuppose – as Zimmerman (2011), Sider (2011), Merricks (2006) 
and others do – that GBT implies that dead people are currently believing things. 
If it was really a consequence of GBT, there would not be a single philosopher to 
defend this theory! Hopefully, GBT offers room for arguing that objects and events, 
when they are present (i.e. on the edge of the block), are somehow different from the 
way they are when past. Of course, this difference could be thought as being merely 
extrinsic. For example, it might be argued that present and past things merely differ 
with respect to their temporal location: for objects and events, to become past is just 
to cease to be located at the last time. However, although this is a straightforward 
option for growing blockers, it leads to the same category mistake that was found in 
Correia and Rosenkranz (2018). For, to say that the difference between present and 
past things (e.g., present and past pains) is merely extrinsic is to say that things do 
not intrinsically evolve by becoming past, and therefore that they belong to the same 

9  I take the example of ‘pains’ because it is, in my opinion, the most striking one. But there are good 
reasons to think that this objection can be extended to any type of event (including non-subjective ones), 
since an event is generally defined as “[…] anything that happens, takes place, or occurs” (Simons, 2003: 
357).
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natural kind (e.g., pains) when present and past, while past pains are not painful 
anymore. Indeed, since membership in a natural kind is (partly) grounded in shar-
ing natural properties, which are usually taken to be intrinsic properties (cf. Bird & 
Tobin, 2017: § 1.1), it seems that no two entities sharing all their intrinsic properties 
can belong to different natural kinds. This is not acceptable: either a pain is painful 
at each time it exists, or it is not a pain. That is why it seems preferable to maintain 
that becoming past involves alterations in a thing’s intrinsic properties, to such an 
extent that it ceases to belong to its natural kind: a former pain is neither a pain that 
no longer exists (presentism), nor a pain that still exists but is not painful anymore 
(Correia and Rosenkranz), it is no longer a pain.

This option was considered by McTaggart himself when he wondered whether 
“[…] the change consisted in the fact that an event ceased to be an event […]” 
(1908: 459). Although McTaggart promptly rejected this option, on the ground that 
“[a]n event can never cease to be an event” (natural kind essentialism), it is worth 
reconsidering it. Natural kind essentialism is the view that membership of a natural 
kind is essential to its members: if a belongs to kind K, then it is an essential prop-
erty of a that it belongs to K (cf. Kripke, 1980, Fine, 1994). According to this view, 
a pain is essentially a pain, and gold is essentially gold. Hence, a pain is always if 
anything a pain, and gold is always if anything gold.10 However, natural kind essen-
tialism (at least as stated above) is presumably too strong. For example, in chemis-
try, it is readily acknowledged that “[…] a nucleus of neptunium-239 may undergo 
beta decay, in which one of its neutrons emits an electron leaving a proton” (Bird & 
Tobin, 2017: § 1.3). As a result, the nucleus in question has one more proton and, 
therefore, is no longer a nucleus of neptunium-239 but a nucleus of plutonium. Yet, 
it is intuitively the same nucleus (in the numerical sense of the term) that persisted 
through this transformation. The nucleus has thus retained its identity while under-
going a change of natural kind.11

Another example concerns biology, and especially Ernst Mayr’s influential bio-
logical species concept. According to this concept, species are “[…] groups of actu-
ally or potentially interbreeding natural populations, which are reproductively iso-
lated from other such groups” (1942: 120). As Mohan Matthen (2009) points out, 
this definition allows for the creation of new species by the advent of reproductive 
isolation, which will typically split existing populations.12 Consequently, the exist-
ing organisms in at least one (but presumably both) of the newly isolated (sub-)pop-
ulations will belong to a new species. As Matthen puts it: “[…] species membership 

10  It must be acknowledged that the move from ‘x is essentially F’ to ‘x is F whenever it exists’ is sub-
stantial. Proponents of natural kind essentialism might therefore be more inclined to move from ‘x is 
essentially F’ to ‘x is necessarily F if it exists’.
11  As Bird and Tobin (2017: § 1.3) have made clear, this example is consistent with the thesis that it is 
essential to neptunium that its nuclei have 93 protons whereas it is essential to plutonium that its nuclei 
have 94 protons. In other words, the rejection of natural kind essentialism is compatible with the claim 
that kinds themselves have essential properties.
12  Reproductive isolation is the mechanism according to which “[…] the habits, habitat, physiology, and 
genetics of organisms that belong to a single species enable them to recombine their genes with those of 
others of the same species but not with those of any other species” (Matthen, 2009: 96).
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is relational, and consequently, an organism can change its species during its lifetime 
[…]” (2009: 95). Assuming that species are natural kinds, this case offers a second 
example of particulars changing their kinds. Taking the two above counterexamples 
seriously,13 it seems that nothing a priori precludes that objects and events may con-
tinue to exist, when no longer present, as a different kind of entity. For instance, 
‘Napoleon is having conscious thoughts’ can be an event when it occurs in the pre-
sent and be identical to something else when it is located in the past, without noth-
ing having ceased to exist. This option has two immediate advantages: (i) it seems 
compatible with GBT (since it involves no annihilation) and (ii) it does not generate 
paradoxical entities (such as events that do not occur at certain times they exist).

Moreover, our own experience seems to match with this anti-essentialist picture. 
We perfectly know what some intrinsic properties are like when they are present, 
especially the properties we are aware of in our own conscious experience. For 
example, we all know what a pain, a sound or a color feels like. By contrast, a past 
pain, a past sound or a past color are not being felt, and so they lack this phenomenal 
quality. Of course, as Barry Dainton puts it, “[…] we do not know what the intrin-
sic character of a past experience is like, simply because as soon as an experience 
ceases to be present it is no longer experienced. But [he continues] we can be confi-
dent that, whatever this intrinsic character is like, it is different from that of present 
experiences” (2010: 20). Intuitively, the same reasoning can be applied to material 
things: “[…] although we know quite a lot about their causal and structural proper-
ties (e.g., the shape, size and mass of an electron […]), we have no knowledge of 
their non-structural intrinsic properties (e.g., what the intrinsic nature of a proton is 
like in itself). Given this ignorance, we certainly cannot rule out the possibility that 
the non-structural intrinsic properties of material things undergo changes when they 
become [past]” (Dainton, 2010: 20).

Taking seriously the idea that a thing undergoes an alteration in some of its 
intrinsic properties when it becomes past (to such an extent that it ceases to belong 
to its natural kind), the question that immediately arises is: ‘Which intrinsic prop-
erty is altered?’. Timothy Williamson (2013) suggests that a thing that becomes past 
loses its concreteness.14 In brief, he conceives reality’s dynamic nature as grounded 
in temporal shifts from non-concreteness to concreteness and from concreteness to 
non-concreteness. According to him, a pain is thus something before and after it 
occurs (namely a non-concrete pain), and it is concrete only while it is occurring. 
Of course, this does not imply that a non-concrete pain is an abstract entity (pace 
Sider, 2001: 127). As Williamson makes clear, ‘non-concrete’ and ‘abstract’ are not 
to be treated as synonyms. ‘Abstract’ has its own positive paradigms, such as num-
bers and directions. So, when a pain disappears (and therefore becomes past), it is 
not transformed into an abstract object; it merely ceases to be concrete. However, 

14  This does not preclude that concreteness can also be seen as an extrinsic property, especially when 
‘being concrete’ is identified with ‘being located in spacetime’. However, this is not the kind of view 
we are interested in here, since, as has been argued above, becoming past must involve alterations in 
a thing’s intrinsic properties (to such an extent that it ceases to belong to its natural kind). Therefore, 
extrinsic concreteness cannot do the job.

13  Many other counterexamples can be found in Bird and Tobin (2017).
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although this solution may look attractive, it has (at least) two drawbacks that I men-
tion now.

First, since Williamson provides no perspicuous account of his notion of con-
creteness, his proposal is not fully intelligible. As he himself concedes: “[t]he 
term ‘concrete’ is used informally throughout this book. For present purposes, we 
need not decide between various ways of making it precise (being material, being 
in space, being in time, having causes, having effects, …)” (2013: 6). Without any 
further specification, it is therefore hard to make sense of Williamson’s proposal. 
Secondly, assuming that non-concrete things do not occupy any spacetime region 
(which sounds both conventional and respectful of Williamson’s intention), it is not 
clear that this proposal is available to GBT. Of course, one can conceive a William-
sonian version of GBT, according to which future things do not exist, present things 
exist concretely, and past things exist non-concretely. However, unless the past is to 
be thought as an empty place, this version of GBT renders superfluous the existence 
of the past, at least understood as a physical location (i.e. a place where concrete 
things can be located). If the present is taken to be the unique temporal location 
for concrete things, then there is no reason to assume that other temporal locations 
(such as the past) exist – these temporal locations would always remain empty, after 
all. It therefore seems that if one adopts the Williamsonian version of GBT, one 
must reject the view that some things can be temporally located elsewhere than in 
the present. This makes this version of GBT (i) very similar to certain versions of 
presentism, such as ‘thisness presentism’ (according to which past things survived 
by abstract entities: their thisnesses)15, and (ii) difficult to reconcile with physics 
(according to which concrete things can be located elsewhere than now, just as they 
can be located elsewhere than here).

A Williamsonian reply could be that, although Socrates is not in space now, i.e. 
Socrates is not located at the present three-dimensional slice of the four-dimensional 
manifold (this is presumably the sense in which Socrates is non-concrete now), he 
does occupy a spacetime region now, in the sense that he was in space some years 
ago. In this regard, the spacetime region that Socrates occupies now is, for instance, 
wholly before the spacetime region that Napoleon occupies now. However, although 
one must acknowledge that ‘being in space’ (unlike ‘being in spacetime’) can be 
introduced as a relative notion and, therefore, that a thing can be located in spa-
cetime now without being located in space now, this reply misses its target. The 
reason is that this should not be the sense in which growing blockers say that, for 
instance, Socrates is in spacetime. I mention two arguments in favor of this claim. 
First, even presentists (who deny the existence Socrates) would agree that Socrates 
was in space some years ago and, therefore, that he is located in spacetime now 
(in the above sense). Yet, since GBT and presentism crucially disagree on what is 
located in spacetime now (e.g. either both Socrates and Obama, or only Obama), it 
seems that ‘being in spacetime’ should have a more specific meaning within GBT, 
which entails that everything that is in spacetime now is also in space now. Sec-
ondly, supposing that a thing can be in spacetime now without being in space now 

15  Cf. Adams 1986, Keller 2004, Ingram 2016, 2018.
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(as permitted by the above sense of ‘being in spacetime’), it follows that the hun-
dredth President of the United States (who does not exist according to GBT) does 
occupy a spacetime region now, simply because he will be in space in a few years. 
This is not acceptable. Growing blockers should therefore argue that everything that 
is located in spacetime now is located is space now, and hence that Socrates is still 
(and will always be) a concrete entity (pace Williamson).

So, if ‘concreteness’ is not the right answer to provide to the question ‘Which 
intrinsic property is altered when a thing becomes past?’, what could it be? As a 
first approach, the most plausible answer is ‘it depends’: the intrinsic properties con-
cerned by the alteration depend upon what kind of thing is becoming past.16 There 
are indeed good reasons to believe that a person, a pain, and a stone do not change in 
the same way by becoming past, since they did not share the same bedrock of intrin-
sic properties in the first place. For example, while a person who dies (and therefore 
becomes past) presumably loses the property of being conscious, it would be absurd 
to extend this to all entities, since most of them have never been endowed with con-
sciousness. Likewise, events seem to no longer occur when past, while this cannot 
be said about people or stones.

For now, all that can be said in order not to fall back into the pitfalls of Correia 
and Rosenkranz’s theory is that whatever the sort of alteration a thing that becomes 
past undergoes, this implies that this thing no longer belongs to its natural kind 
(rejection of natural kind essentialism). A person that is no longer conscious is no 
longer a person; an event that no longer occurs is no longer an event; and a pain 
that is no longer painful is no longer a pain.17 Yet, just as it is the same nucleus that 
persists through the addition of a proton to become a nucleus of plutonium, these 
are the same things that persist through the passage of time to become past. There 
is therefore nothing such as ceasing to exist; when past, the same things continue to 
exist, falling under a different natural kind. Given this, the interesting question to ask 
is not ‘Which property is altered when a thing becomes past?’ (since the answer var-
ies depending on what kind of thing is considered),18 but rather ‘What remains of a 
thing that became past?’. For example, ‘What remains in 2022 of Napoleon’s belief 
that he is located in the present?’. In order to answer this question, I will introduce, 
in the next section, the notion of ‘bare particular’. This notion will be conceived, 
in a deliberately open-ended manner, as what is responsible for the continuity of 
existence of both continuants (people, tables, planets, etc.) and occurrents (events, 
processes, etc.), through both superficial change (e.g., becoming warm) and radical 
change (e.g., becoming past).

17  Here, it is naively assumed that each present thing belongs to a single natural kind (because it seems 
to be the case in the classical Aristotelian view). But there seems to be no a priori reason to reject the 
idea that a thing may belong to several natural kinds. In any case, this would not affect the view that will 
be developed below.
18  Nonetheless, the question ‘What is it for something to become past?’ will find an informative answer 
in the next section: a thing (e.g., a person) that becomes past loses the properties that makes it belong to 
the kind to which it belonged when present (e.g., consciousness).

16  There are other views on which things are intrinsically different (when past) then they were when 
present. One can mention, for instance, Cameron (2015) Miller (2019).
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5  The Virtues of Bareness

If one wants to account for how things located in the past exist, it is worth consider-
ing the primitive notion of a ‘bare particular’. This notion comes from the substra-
tum theory, according to which “[…] particulars are, in a certain sense, separate 
from their universals” (Sider, 2006: 387). More specifically, the substratum theory 
says that particulars and universals are only connected to each other by a relation 
of instantiation. That means that particulars do not have properties as parts; they 
instantiate them. As Ted Sider puts it: “[t]hey are nothing but a pincushion into 
which universals may be poked” (2006: 387). John Locke speaks of them as the 
“I know not what” substrata (1689, II, xxiii, § 2), while Plato (2000) uses the term 
“receptacles” (Timaeus 48c-53c).19 I personally prefer the expressions ‘bare particu-
lar’, ‘substratum’, or ‘thin particular’ (as opposed to ‘thick particular’ which refers to 
the fusion of a thin particular and its universals).20 In other words, a ‘bare (or thin) 
particular’ is the mereological difference between a thick particular and its univer-
sals. Whereas bare particulars play a predominant role in the individuation debate 
– they are usually posited to account for the identity and distinctness of particulars 
(cf. Bergmann, 1967; Moreland, 2001; Sider, 2006) – they might also, as we will 
see, be helpful in the philosophy of time.

Importing a notion issued from the individuation debate into the philosophy of 
time is less crazy than it might seem. After all, in the Physics (Book I, Chap. 6), 
Aristotle (1999) himself connects the notion of a ‘material substratum’ (in which 
the properties exemplified by a particular inhere) to the question of change. He 
argues that any change must be analyzed in reference to an invariant substratum. 
However, it would be a mistake to claim that the notion of a ‘bare particular’ has an 
antecedent in Aristotle; for, he explicitly says that everything that exists (with the 
notable exception of the eternal substance of the unmoved mover) is a compound of 
matter and form (hylomorphism). Specifically, Aristotle distinguishes two types of 
change: sometimes a change is just a change in a characteristic or two, as when the 
cold bronze sphere becomes a warm bronze cube, and sometimes the matter itself 
changes and we are no longer dealing with bronze at all (cf. Cohen, 1996: 67–68). 
The first type of change is called ‘reciprocal’, since there can be a transformation 
back into the original stuff, whereas the second change is called ‘nonreciprocal’, 
since it is definitive. However, both types of change require something that survives 
the transformation (otherwise, the process would not be called ‘a change’), namely 
a substratum which is responsible for the continuity of existence – this substratum 
is matter (hyle), which is not to be understood as a bare particular, but as a pure 
potentiality. As Christopher Byrne explains: “[t]hese requirements apply to essen-
tial change just as much as to accidental change, for Aristotle insists that there is a 

19  For a discussion of whether Plato is committed to bare particularism, see McPherran 1988.
20  The distinction between thin and thick particulars was popularized by David Armstrong (1997). How-
ever, according to Armstrong’s specific version of the substratum theory, particulars (which we encoun-
ter in ordinary experience) are states of affairs, and thin particulars exist only insofar as they can be 
“abstracted” from the thick particulars with which they are associated.
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persisting substratum in generation and destruction as well” (2018: 47). Of course, it 
is the second type of change (i.e. ‘nonreciprocal change’) that will be matter of great 
concern in the remainder of this chapter, since becoming past is, in every sense of 
the expression, a definitive process.

Against the substratum theory there is the bundle theory, according to which 
“[…] particulars are just bundles of universals” (Sider, 2006: 387).21 Although sub-
stratum and bundle theorists agree on much – e.g., they agree that both particulars 
and universals exist, and that a particular somehow has universals – they do not 
share the same conception of what a particular is. Whereas a bundle theorist affirms 
that a particular is nothing but all the universals it has (i.e. it is the mereological 
fusion of all its universals), a substratum theorist denies this. According to the latter, 
when you take a particular, and you mereologically subtract away all its universals, 
there is something left: a bare particular. So, assuming the principle of uniqueness 
of mereological fusion (no universals can have two fusions), the bundle theory and 
the substratum theory differ sharply over the possibility of exactly similar particu-
lars: whereas a bundle theorist affirms that no two particulars can have exactly the 
same universals (since a particular is just the sum of its universals),22 a substratum 
theorist affirms that distinct particulars can have exactly the same universals (since 
they will have distinct bare particulars, i.e. distinct non-universal ‘cores’). The main 
benefit of adopting a substratum theory rather than a bundle theory is that only the 
former avoids getting committed to the controversial Principle of Identity of Indis-
cernibles (PII), according to which necessarily, any two particulars that have all 
the same qualitative properties are the same particular. There indeed seems to be 
many classes of particulars for which PII fails to apply (cf. Black, 1952: 153–164, 
French, 2015: §§ 2–4).

Now, assuming that bare particulars constitute a fundamental ontological cat-
egory, it might be argued that, although becoming past involves alterations in a 
thing’s intrinsic properties (to such an extent that it ceases to belong to its natural 
kind), the bare particular of that thing will continue to exist. For example, if the Bat-
tle of Waterloo is conceived as a temporally-extended particular instantiating some 
properties23 (e.g., having opposed France to the Seventh Coalition, having been 

21  There are at least two ways to be a bundle theorist: “[u]niversalist bundle theorists take the properties 
or characteristics that are shared by objectively similar concrete particular objects to be universals. In 
contrast, trope-theoretic bundle theorists hold that that the properties or characteristics that are shared by 
objectively similar concrete particular objects are themselves particulars, viz., so-called tropes, moments, 
or modes. Tropes are construed by their proponents as particularized properties or individual qualities, 
e.g., the particular redness that inheres in a rose. Both types of bundle theorists view concrete particular 
objects as in some sense composed of, or constituted by, the properties that enter into a particular bundle; 
only they differ over whether the very same properties can be multiply located in distinct bundles at a 
single time” (Koslicki, 2018: § 1.4).
22  The bundle theorist is therefore committed to the controversial ‘Principle of Identity of Indiscerni-
bles’ (PII), according to which necessarily, any two particulars that have all the same qualitative proper-
ties are the same particular.
23  As far as I understand it, this approximates the classical Davidsonian conception of events (cf. David-
son, 1970). For example, David Papineau has explicitly identified Davidson’s events with bare particu-
lars: “[t]here are various possible ways of instituting the required relationship between mental and physi-
cal causes. If we think of events as bare particulars, we can say that each particular mental cause is the 
same event as the relevant physical cause (cf. Davidson’s ‘Mental Events’)” (1990: 66).
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won by the Duke of Wellington), then this battle will always be something when no 
longer occurring: a bare particular. This bare particular is what persisted through the 
intrinsic alteration that affected the battle of Waterloo when it became past. As an 
analogy, consider the case of a statue made of bronze, and suppose, for the sake of 
argument, that bronze is the substratum. The statue is, in that sense, bronze instan-
tiating some properties (e.g., having the shape of a woman, being cast by Rodin). 
Now, suppose that this statue is melted so that all that remains is a warm bronze 
cube. Clearly, after such a process, bronze has lost some properties (e.g., it no longer 
has the property of having the shape of a woman, nor the property of being cast 
by Rodin). As a result, it can no longer be called ‘a statue’ (or perhaps only in a 
non-trivial sense by a bunch of contemporary artists). Nonetheless, bronze survived 
the transformation. Of course, this analogy has limits: whereas melting is a superfi-
cial (or reciprocal) change which does not affect bronze in its proper kind (bronze 
remains bronze), becoming past is a radical (or non-reciprocal) change which defi-
nitely turns every thick particular into a bare particular.

To the question ‘What remains of a thing that became past?’ a plausible answer 
might therefore be: a bare particular. An immediate objection is that, according to 
this answer, the proper name ‘Socrates’ seems to refer to two distinct entities: a thick 
particular ‘T’, which has gone out of existence, and a bare particular ‘B’, which 
is still with us. This poses at least two issues: (i) it is not clear whether Socrates 
should be identified with B, T or both B and T, and (ii) it seems that T’s going 
out of existence is incompatible with GBT. Let us start with the first issue. At first 
sight, it seems perfectly acceptable and convenient to say that Socrates is T, and that 
Socrates is B. The most natural view is indeed that Socrates came into existence in 
469 BC, then lived as a thick particular until he drank the hemlock in 399 BC, and 
continues to exist as a bare particular since then. To put it another way, just as it 
seems that it is the same bronze that is a statue at t1 and a warm cube at t2, it seems 
that it is the same particular (Socrates) that is thick in 350 BC, and bare in 2021 AD. 
This natural view escapes, by the way, the second issue, since it does not imply any 
form of annihilation: there is simply a single entity (Socrates) which, although it has 
existed in two different forms (a thick particular and a bare particular), has never 
(and will never) cease to exist.

Unfortunately, things are not so simple, especially because if Socrates is both B 
and T, then it follows that B is T, which seems to betray Leibniz’s Law. To illustrate, 
suppose that t is a moment at which Socrates was alive: at t, T has the property of 
being alive as a part, but at t, B does not have the property of being alive as a part. 
By the Principle of the Indiscernibility of Identicals (necessarily, if two particulars 
are identical, then they have all the same qualitative properties), it follows that B is 
not identical to T. This is analogous to a well-known situation in the metaphysics 
of constitution, which is usually introduced as ‘the puzzle of Tibbles the cat’ (cf. 
Wiggins, 1968, Geach, 1980, Burke, 1996). In brief, suppose that before us stands 
a cat named ‘Tibbles’. Before us is also that part of Tibbles which consists of all of 
Tibbles except his tail. Let us call that part of Tibbles ‘Tib’. Since Tibbles has a tail, 
but Tib does not, it follows, by the Leibniz Law, that Tib is not identical to Tibbles. 
Suppose now that Tibbles loses his tail. At this moment, we are inclined to say that 
Tib is identical to Tibbles. After all, Tib and Tibbles now occupy the same volume 
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at the same time and, as David Wiggins puts it, “[i]t is a truism frequently called 
in evidence and confidently relied upon in philosophy that two things cannot be in 
the same place at the same time” (1968: 90). Hence, assuming that identity is not 
contingent, we are faced with a contradiction: Tib is and is not identical to Tibbles. 
Of course, claiming that either Tib or Tibbles has ceased to exist is not an option 
for growing blockers and, in any case, would be arbitrary. As Michael Burke makes 
clear: “[t]he identity of a cat surely is not tied to its tail. So Tibbles still exists. But 
surely Tib has not ceased to exist: Tib lost none of its parts” (1996: 63). So, what 
should we do?

First, it must be noted that the puzzle of Tibbles the cat does not only concern bare 
particularism, but any view that analyzes change in reference to an invariant substra-
tum and, thereby, allows things to retain their identity while losing parts. There-
fore, if one wants to reject bare particularism on this basis, one should be ready to 
endorse a view such as mereological essentialism, i.e. “[…] the doctrine that every 
part of an object, no matter how small, is essential to its identity” (Burke,  1996: 
63), which brings its own range of problems. For example, how can mereological 
essentialism account for the fact that common-sense objects persist through change? 
Considering that bananas ripen and houses deteriorate, how can this view say that 
they are the same things, if they are not quite the same? Secondly, there is a battery 
of well-known solutions to the puzzle of Tibbles the cat, which strongly suggests 
that the above objection against bare particularism is not definitive. For example, 
some philosophers opt for four-dimensional entities whose parts may extend in time 
as well as in space (cf. Heller, 1990, Lewis, 1986, Sider, 2001), some others argue 
that identity is a contingent relation that may hold at some times but not at others 
(Gibbard, 1975, Myro, 1985, Gallois, 1990), Peter van Inwagen (1981) claims that 
there are no such things as arbitrary undetached parts, David Wiggins (1968) dis-
tinguishes between the ‘is’ of constitution and the ‘is’ of identity, etc. The question 
is then, ‘Which of these solutions are available to bare particularism within GBT?’ 
It would be difficult to provide an exhaustive answer to this question, but it a priori 
seems that at least two solutions could be retained: (a) relativizing numerical iden-
tity, and (b) distinguishing between two senses of ‘is’ (constitution and identity).

However, option (a), which amounts to saying that B was identical to T when 
Socrates was alive and that B is now distinct from T since Socrates died, has two 
major drawbacks: (i) it looks ad hoc (at least in the present context), and (ii) it forces 
one to reject the ‘constituent thesis’, according to which every thick particular has 
a bare particular (and some properties) as constituents, which is at the core of bare 
particularism (cf. Bailey, 2012). Of course, this is not to say that these drawbacks 
cannot be overcome. Niall Connolly (2015), for example, happily rejects the ‘con-
stituent thesis’. He argues that the best version of bare particularism takes the rela-
tion between a substance (e.g., a tree) and its substratum to be identity, and not the 
relation of constitution. Nonetheless, a better option (which requires fewer conces-
sions) is to preserve the ‘constituent thesis’, by arguing that when one says that 
Socrates is T and that Socrates is B (which again is perfectly acceptable and conven-
ient), one actually means that Socrates constitutes T and that Socrates is identical to 
B. The distinction between these two senses of ‘is’ was first highlighted by David 
Wiggins (1968) and Peter Geach (1980). As, for instance, Wiggins puts it: “[t]he ‘is’ 
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of material constitution is not the ‘is’ of identity. The tree is made of (or constituted 
of or consists of) W, but it is not identical with W. And ‘A is something over and 
above B’ denies ‘A is (wholly composed of) B’ or ‘A is merely (or merely consists 
of) B.’ If A is something over and above B, then of course A ≠ B, but the proper 
point of saying ‘over and above’ is to make the further denial that B fully exhausts 
the matter of A” (1968: 91–92). It is however worth noting that, according to Wig-
gins’ constitution view, the substratum W which constitutes the substance T is not 
to be understood as a bare particular, i.e. as something ‘over and above’ T, but as a 
‘superinternal relation’24 that organizes the parts of T. So conceived, the relation of 
constitution is distinguished from identity insofar as it is asymmetric: W constitutes 
T, but not vice versa.

Now that we have distinguished between the two senses of the word ‘is’ (constitu-
tion and identity), we can return to the case of Socrates and see how this applies to 
it. As a reminder, GBT commits us to the claim that T still exists now, just like B. A 
question then arises: ‘What are the properties that T now has?’. Certainly not those 
that were specific to Socrates when he was alive (e.g., being conscious, breathing, 
etc.). The most plausible answer is that T and B now have exactly the same prop-
erties. Taking this seriously, the situation is as follows: B has always been a bare 
particular (at least since it began to exist); on the other hand, T is bare now but has 
not always been so: when Socrates was alive, T was a whole constituted by (i) a bare 
particular (namely B) and (ii) properties such as breathing and being conscious. The 
situation is depicted in Fig. 1. An immediate objection is that this version of bare 
particularism is ontologically costly: it generates a colossal number of bare particu-
lars. A reply could be that, from a qualitative point of view, the doctrine remains 
parsimonious, by keeping down the number of sorts of entities (it only involves 
thick and thin particulars). And, according to Lewis (1973: 87), it is the only parsi-
mony criterion one should consider.

Another objection is formulated by Andrew Bailey (2012). Roughly, this objec-
tion says that if one accepts ‘the constituent thesis’ (i.e. the thesis that every thick 
particular has two kinds of constituents: its properties and its bare particular), then 
one should abandon ‘the having thesis’ (i.e. the thesis that every thick particular has 
its properties by having as constituents properties that are instantiated by another of 
its constituents: its bare particular). Proof is that, taken together, these two theses 
imply that two co-located entities (the bare particular and its host thick particular) 
have the same properties, which sounds false. However, although persuasive, this 
objection exerts no pressure on the above view, since ‘the having thesis’ is not taken 
to be true. In general, a bare particular does not instantiate the properties had by its 
host thick particular (rejection of ‘the having thesis’); it merely has these properties 
in a derivative way. For example, Socrates only had in a derivative way the proper-
ties that one usually attributed to him (e.g., being conscious, breathing, etc.). Does 
this undermine the view as a version of bare particularism? It does not seem so, 
since other self-appointed ‘bare particular theorists’ reject ‘the having thesis’ (cf. 
Wildman, 2015).

24  The expression comes from Cameron 2014.
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The claim that what remains of a thick particular that became past is a bare par-
ticular looks attractive for the following four reasons. First, the notion of a bare par-
ticular is (at least in itself) economical: it is an ontological free lunch for those who 
accept the classical substratum theory of individuation, according to which particu-
lars are not exhausted by the properties they exemplify, but are associated with a 
substratum. Secondly, the notion of a bare particular is familiar: it echoes a long-
standing conception of change, according to which change is possible only if some-
thing always persists through any change that occurs. In this perspective, ‘becom-
ing past’ should just be conceived as a radical (or nonreciprocal) type of change. 
Thirdly, this view is compatible with GBT’s main imperatives: the possibility that 
thick particulars may continue to exist as a different kind of entity (a bare particular) 
is not excluded by the ontological preservation of what is no longer present, which 
is an essential feature of GBT. Fourthly, bare particulars have a great explanatory 
power: they allow for a conception of the past – ‘the bare past’ – in which nothing 
occurs (e.g., there are no events, no movements, so that no property can be gained or 
lost) and, therefore, offer an appealing account for the fixity of the past. For all these 
reasons, it seems that bare particulars should be conceived as what is left of a thick 
particular when certain of its intrinsic properties were subtracted by the passage of 
time. Quentin Smith endorses a similar view when he claims that “[past particulars] 
are ‘bare particulars’ in the sense that they lack nonrelational, monadic properties” 
(2002: 132). But while Smith’s view (so-called ‘degree presentism’) attributes this 
‘bareness’ to the fact that past particulars are only partly real,25 GBT should not 
allow for degrees of existence: past and present particulars are just as real.

Unfortunately, as previously said, it seems difficult to identify one unique intrinsic 
property whose loss would make particulars turn from thick to bare, since thick par-
ticulars of various kinds (e.g., events, people, stones) do not share the same bedrock 
of intrinsic properties in the first place. Nonetheless, it seems possible to provide 
an informative criterion: the properties that a particular loses when it turns from 
thick to bare are (at least) the ones that make it belong to the natural kind to which it 
belongs when present. These are the properties in terms of which natural kinds are 
traditionally defined. For example, in June 1815, if it is the property of occurring 
that makes a thick particular, constituted by the battle of Waterloo, belong to the 
kind ‘events’ (Simons 2003: 357), then it is at least this property that the particular 
in question loses when it becomes past. Likewise, in the fifth century BC, if it this 
the property of being a featherless biped (Categories, 3a 23 − 5), or the property of 
being a rational animal (Politics, 1253a 10), that make a thick particular, constituted 
by Socrates, belong to the kind ‘man’, then these are at least these properties that the 
particular in question loses when it becomes past. In other words, ex-thick particu-
lars are free from all the properties that jointly define the natural kind to which they 
belonged when present. This is what turns them to bare. This criterion does justice 

25  Specifically, Smith admits degrees of existence: the more an event is temporally distant from the 
present, the less it is real. The result is that present particulars (or maximal existents) have nonrelational 
monadic properties and also stand in relations, while past (and future) particulars (i.e. what exists to less 
than the maximal degree) only stand in relations (cf. Smith, 2002: 132).
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to the idea that both continuants and occurrents continue to concretely exist when no 
longer present, but as a different kind of entity (rejection of natural kind essential-
ism) – a bare particular – which results from the alteration of some specific intrinsic 
properties they possess.

It is important to stress that bare particulars are individuals, not properties, and 
are concrete (i.e. they occupy spacetime regions), not abstract entities. Conse-
quently, they cannot be confused with thisnesses, where the thisness of a thing x is 
the abstract non-qualitative property of being x (or the abstract non-qualitative prop-
erty of being identical to x).26 In this sense, the thisness of a thing x is not merely 
a conjunction of all of x’s qualitative properties, but it is x’s property of being just 
that thing. For example, the thisness of an event, such as the Battle of Waterloo, 
is the property of that particular event, and of nothing else. The reason why it is 
worth distinguishing bare particulars from non-qualitative thisnesses is that both of 
these notions stem from the individuation debate: they are posited as competitive 

Thick particular
Being conscious

Breathing

Being concrete

…

When Socrates 

was alive

Bare particular
(Socrates)

…

Being concrete

…

Since Socrates 

died

Bare particular
(Ex-thick particular)

Being concrete

…

Bare particular
(Socrates)

Fig. 1  Bare and thick particulars at two different times

26  This is the Scotistic conception of thisness (after Duns Scotus who coined the term ‘haecceitas’, of 
which ‘thisness’ is intended to be a translation). This conception also stands in opposition to the ‘bundle’ 
conception of thisness, according to which a thing’s thisness is merely the conjunction of all of its quali-
tative properties (cf. Adams, 1979: 6–7).
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alternatives to the view according to which particulars are just bundles of universals. 
More specifically, substratum and thisness theorists agree that there may be distinct 
particulars that do not differ in respect of the universals they possess. But, whereas 
the former thinks that a particular is individuated by its substratum, the latter thinks 
that it is individuated by its thisness.

Of course, the nature of thisness is controversial, but one view is that thisnesses 
are primitive, i.e. they are elements of reality that cannot be reduced to anything 
more fundamental. Those who believe in primitive thisnesses typically believe that 
a thisness comes into existence with its thing, and continues to exist as long as it 
is exemplified by that thing. But some philosophers, e.g., Robert Adams (1986), 
Simon Keller (2004), and David Ingram (2016, 2018), go a step further by arguing 
that the property of thisness continues to exist, even though it is no longer exempli-
fied. As Ingram puts it: “[o]n my view, for any entity x, x’s thisness T comes into 
being with x, T is uniquely instantiated by x throughout x’s existence, and T contin-
ues to exist uninstantiated when x ceased to exist” (2018: 61). Following these peo-
ple, it might therefore be argued that non-instantiated thisnesses – rather than bare 
particulars – are what is left of things (e.g., events) when they become past.

However, this option does not seem available to GBT. The most obvious reason is 
that friends of the thisness view hold that past entities cease to exist while being sur-
vived by their thisnesses, which is incompatible with GBT’s claim that nothing ever 
ceases to exist (Broad, 1923: 66). Moreover, just as with Williamson’s proposal, the 
‘thisness view’ renders the existence of the past superfluous. As has been said, this-
nesses (and therefore non-instantiated thisnesses) are abstract entities, while abstract 
entities are generally taken to occupy no spatiotemporal regions. Thus, unless the 
past is to be thought as an empty place (i.e. a place where no concrete entities are 
located), the ‘thisness view’ can only be accommodated by presentism, which takes 
the present to be the unique temporal location for concrete entities. It is no coinci-
dence that most philosophers accepting thisness ontology – Adams (1986), Keller 
(2004), Ingram (2016, 2018) – are presentists.

Of course, as Ted Sider has observed, there is a complaint against bare particu-
lars: “[they] are widely regarded as the grossest of metaphysical errors” (2006: 392). 
For example, it might seem that if a thing has no properties, then there is at least 
one property that this thing has, namely the property of having no properties, which 
renders the notion of ‘bare particular’ incoherent. An immediate reply is that if the 
objection is that bare particulars have no properties at all, then the objection is just 
wrong. Once again, the bare particulars involved in the above view of ‘how things 
become past’ do not need to be free from all properties, but merely from those that 
together make these things belong to the natural kind to which they belong when 
present. In that sense, bare particulars do have some properties, such as being a 
particular, being bare or being concrete – the nature of a bare particular is, by the 
way, given by the properties it instantiates.27 In that respect, the expression ‘bare 

27  An objection might be that only properties that are parts of a particular can characterize its nature. 
But, following Sider (2006: 390), I do not see why it should be so. After all, many properties a bare par-
ticular may instantiate are intrinsic properties. Moreover, even assuming that there could be truly bare 
particulars (i.e. particulars that instantiate no properties whatsoever), I do not see what could prevent us 
from saying that these particulars have a nature simply by failing to instantiate properties. In that sense, 
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particulars’ is misleading; it does not mean that some particulars are entirely free 
from properties, but rather that properties are not constitutive parts of a substratum. 
As Bradley Rettler and Andrew Bailey make it clear: “[b]are particulars are ‘bare’ in 
at least this sense: unlike objects, they have no properties as parts” (2017: § 3.2). In 
other words, the expression ‘bare particulars’ conveys the idea that the link between 
a substratum and the properties it bears cannot be a relation of constitution, but must 
be a relation of instantiation; otherwise the substratum (assuming it has no further 
constituents) would be just a bundle of properties.

A more charitable interpretation of the objection, then, is that if particulars were 
wholly distinct from their universals, it would be possible for there to exist truly bare 
particulars (i.e. particulars that instantiate no properties at all), while this proposal 
is incoherent. Again, truly bare particulars would have at least one property, viz. the 
property of having no properties. In reply, three things can be said. First, one can 
prevent the possibility of truly bare particulars through an appropriate conception 
of modality (though this does not seem desirable).28 David Armstrong (1989), for 
instance, builds the impossibility of truly bare particulars into his theory of possibil-
ity. Secondly, a similar objection can be addressed to bundle theorists, since nothing 
a priori excludes the possibility “[…] where no universal is compresent with any 
universal, not even itself” (Sider, 2006: 392). Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, 
this objection rests on a confusion between sparse and abundant properties.29 In the 
abundant sense of ‘property’, each meaningful predicate corresponds to a property; 
so “[…] if we could predicate ‘has no properties’ of a thing, then that thing would 
indeed have a property corresponding to the predicate” (Sider, 2006: 392). But this 
is clearly not the relevant sense here; rather ‘property’ is to be understood in the 
sparse sense: just as being red or being red or round, has no property does not cor-
respond to a property. As Sider puts it: “[j]ust as a thing can be red or round without 
having a sparse property of being red or round […], a thing can have no sparse prop-
erties without having a property of having no sparse properties. And of course, the 
substratum theorist’s universals are sparse” (2006: 392).

A further complaint might be that substratum theorists are unable to give a coher-
ent account of the instantiation of universals, which is a major reason for reject-
ing their theory. As David Lewis puts it: “[c]onsider the predicate ‘instantiates’ (or 
‘has’), as in ‘particular a instantiates universal F’ or ‘this electron has a unit charge’. 
No one-off analysis applies to this specific predicate” (1983: 353–354). However, 
although one must acknowledge that most substratum theorists remain silent on the 
predicate ‘instantiates’,30 it is not clear that such an analysis has to be provided. In 
particular, it seems that substratum theorists can argue that ‘instantiates’ is part of 
their ideology – this might even seem required, since postulating a dyadic universal 

Footnote 27 (continued)
all truly bare particulars have the same nature, and that nature is “[…] exhausted by the fact that they 
instantiate no monadic universals” (Sider, 2006: 392).
28  Truly bare particulars might be useful in the metaphysics of spacetime, especially when considering 
Ontic Structural Realism, and in the metaphysics of mathematical entities (cf. Sider, 2006).
29  The distinction between sparse and abundant properties is due to David Lewis (1986: 59–69).
30  There are notable exceptions: Baxter 2001, Armstrong 2004.
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of instantiation (to bind particulars to their universals) would at best postpone the 
need for primitive predication and, therefore, generate an uneconomical regress. 
Moreover, it is not clear that bundle theorists are in a better position: they need to 
take the predicate of ‘compresence’, i.e. the predicate that relates the universals 
had by a given particular to one another, as primitive. This indeed seems required 
in order (i) to say which fusions of universals count as particulars (e.g., there are 
fusions containing the universals of goldenness and mountainhood as parts, whereas 
there is no particular such as a golden mountain),31 and (ii) to prevent that any uni-
versal had by a part of a particular is had by that particular (e.g., Geneva is a town, 
while Switzerland is not a town, though Switzerland has Geneva as a part).32

A last complain concerns proper names. Against the descriptivist tradition (cf. 
Frege,  1982), names are typically seen as having no linguistic meaning beyond 
their reference. Ruth Barcan Marcus (1961), for instance, argues that proper names 
should be regarded as ‘tags’, since they refer directly to their bearers, i.e. not by way 
of descriptions. Taking that for granted, the question that arises is: “[…] what it is, 
if not an associated description, that fixes what a name refers to [?]” (Reimer, 2019: 
§ 2.2). The most popular answer to this question is the so-called ‘causal theory of 
reference’, according to which (i) a name’s referent is fixed by an original act of 
naming, and (ii) subsequent uses of that name succeed in referring to that referent 
by being linked to the original act of naming via a causal chain (cf. Kripke, 1980). 
As Marga Reimer puts it: “[…] speakers thus effectively ‘borrow’ their reference 
from speakers earlier in the chain, though borrowers needn’t be able to identify any 
of the lenders they are in fact relying on” (2019: § 2.2). This popular answer, how-
ever, might seem at odds with bare particularism. Suppose that the proper name 
‘Socrates’ refers to a bare particular. Since bare particulars are typically taken to be 
causally powerless (causal powers are necessarily connected with natural properties, 
after all),33 it might seem that the link between ‘Socrates’ and its referent is broken. 
As Keith Campbell puts it: “[a]ll causal action is exerted by way of the properties 
of things and all effects are effects on the properties of things. The substratum, pre-
cisely because it is without properties, including passive powers, ought to be totally 
immune to all causal activity” (1990: 9). In reply, one should insist on the fact that 
bare particulars being powerless does not imply that the reference-link is broken.34 
For instance, although Socrates is a bare particular, and therefore is powerless (after 
having been causally active, through a thick particular he constituted, for more than 

31  The bundle theorist Laurie Paul overcomes this objection simply by denying that composition is 
unrestricted. According to her, there are no fusions containing the universals of goldenness and moun-
tainhood as parts (cf. 2002: 579–580).
32  This objection can be overcome either by denying that the parthood relation is transitive, or by say-
ing that particulars are ‘composed’ of universals in some sense that does not involve the usual notion of 
parthood.
33  The view that causal powers are necessarily connected with natural properties (which can be chal-
lenged, cf. Humean contingentism) is called ‘necessitarianism’ (cf. Tugby, 2020). The two most popu-
lar necessitarianist theories are ‘dispositional essentialism’ (cf. Bird, 2007) and ‘the identity theory’ (cf. 
Heil, 2003).
34  If it were the case, some might claim that we could not successfully refer to any powerless entity, 
such as abstract entities (e.g., Sherlock Holmes), which sounds suspicious.
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seventy years), we can still successfully refer to him. The reason is that our act of 
referring is causally linked to the original naming of Socrates (by which ‘Socrates’ 
became a rigid designator of that particular). Specifically, Socrates (via his initial 
baptism) is at the origin of a causal chain (which ensures that later uses of the name 
‘Socrates’ succeed in referring to him), although he is devoid of all the properties in 
virtue of which he was (in a derivative way) causally active.

At the end of the day, the continued existence of bare particulars seems to offer an 
elegant story (i.e. a story that does not generate any paradoxical entity) about the kind 
of change continuants (people, tables, planets, etc.) and occurrents (events, processes, 
etc.) undergo when they become past. In particular, once an event ceases to be pre-
sent, it is no longer in any sense occurring and, therefore, it is no longer in any sense 
an event (rejection of natural kind-essentialism). Of course, this is not to say that 
something ceases to exist; what remains (and will always remain) from that event is a 
bare particular, i.e. a substratum that is at least freed from the property of occurring 
(supposing that this property is what makes a particular belong to the kind ‘events’). 
Events are thus to be thought as a natural kind to which some particulars do belong 
when present; by becoming past, the same particulars continue to exist but, since 
they have undergone an intrinsic alteration (which involves the loss of the property 
of occurring), they are now bare. Is this story sufficient to solve the epistemic objec-
tion? The answer is ‘not quite’. It cannot be simply because my believing is occurring 
that I know that this belief is located at the present time; I might well ignore that it 
is occurring, in which case I would not know that it is located at the present time. 
What is further required to solve the epistemic objection is the claim that, as a matter 
of general fact, if one’s belief is occurring, then one knows it by introspection. Thus, 
the reason why we know that our time is the objective present is that (i) such an event 
(i.e. ‘someone’s believing to be present’) could not occur in the past (which is to be 
conceived as a temporal region exclusively populated by bare particulars), and (ii) we 
introspectively know that our belief that we are located in the present is occurring.

To be sure, the above conception of the past – ‘the bare past’ – allows growing 
blockers to deny that GBT entails that events are still occurring in the past (pace 
Bourne, 2002, Braddon-Mitchell, 2004, Merricks, 2006). Indeed, assuming that bare 
particulars are what will forever be left of events, GBT coheres with the intuitive 
idea that an event, such as ‘someone’s believing to be present’, can only occur at 
the present time. Accordingly, ‘Napoleon’s thinking about crowning the Emperor in 
the present’ is not occurring in the past; rather, ‘Napoleon’s thinking’ occurred, and 
what remains of that former event is a bare particular. Then, given that if one’s belief 
is occurring, one introspectively knows it, we can be confident that we are located 
in the present, i.e. at the leading edge of the growing block, when we think we are 
(rejection of skepticism). Thus, contrary to what the epistemic objection states, we 
(as constituents of conscious events) do find ourselves in a far better epistemic posi-
tion than Napoleon, who is no longer the constituent of any event whatsoever. The 
situation is summarized in Fig. 2.

Does ‘the bare past’ undermine the intuitiveness of GBT, while growing block-
ers typically take intuitiveness as a reason to endorse their metaphysical view of 
time? I think that the answer is no. I acknowledge that bare particulars might appear 
as exotic entities, although I suspect that this has more to do with the term ‘bare 
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particular’ than with the concept itself. After all, this notion comes from the sub-
stratum theory, which is arguably the most intuitive theory of individuation; at least, 
the idea that particulars are, in a certain sense, separate from their universals, seems 
to be widely shared. Likewise, with respect to the question of change, the idea that 
for something to change, something (that is responsible for the continuity of exist-
ence), thus potentially a bare particular, must survive that change, also seems intui-
tive. But, let us leave that aside. The important point is that, even if bare particulars 
should definitely be regarded as exotic entities, this would not detract from the intui-
tive character of GBT. To be clear, a metaphysical theory of time, such as GBT, is 
not intuitive in the sense that it resorts only to intuitive entities – this would be an 
unreasonable requirement for a theory that aims at ruling on the structure of reality. 
Rather, a metaphysical theory of time is intuitive in the sense that it can account for 
some basic intuitions we have regarding the nature of time. In that respect, positing 
bare particulars allows GBT to account for (at least) two intuitive aspects of reality: 
(i) the fact that existing in the present differs from existing in the past (e.g., Napo-
leon, unlike us, is no longer conscious; he is long dead), and (ii) the fact that the past 
is fixed (e.g., since nothing happens in the past, there is nothing we can do to change 
it). The label ‘intuitive theory’ of GBT seems therefore to be secured.35

Continuants Occurrents

Present

Thick particulars being constituted by:

(a) A bare particular

(b) Various properties:

- All the properties essential to 

the natural kind to which they 

non-essentially belong (e.g.,

being conscious, if a person; 

having chemical formula H2O, 

if water; etc.)

- Many other contingent 

temporary properties.

Temporally-extended thick particulars being 

constituted by:

(a) A bare particular

(b) Various properties:

- All the properties essential to the 

natural kind to which they non-

essentially belong (e.g., occurring, 

happening, taking place, etc.)

- Many other contingent temporary 

properties.

Past

Bare particulars instantiating properties 

such as:

- Being a particular
- Being an individual
- Being concrete
- Having belonged to another 

natural kind

Bare particulars instantiating properties such 

as:

- Being a particular
- Being an individual
- Being concrete
- Having belonged to another natural 

kind

Fig. 2  Continuants and occurrents at present and past times

35  As far as our intuitions are concerned, several reasons for adopting GBT (so conceived) rather than 
presentism can be found in Grandjean (2021b). In brief, the main reason is that only GBT provides a fun-
damental explanation as to why our practices, emotions, attitudes, and observations are time asymmetric.
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6  Conclusions

Despite some attractive features, GBT is often criticized for not being a viable alter-
native to presentism because of the ‘epistemic objection’. According to this objec-
tion, GBT would provide no basis for saying that our time is the objective present. 
Worse, this theory would commit us to conclude that we are, almost certainly, 
located in the objective past. However, as has been argued, this objection relies on 
a mistaken assumption, namely that the reality of the past entails that events are 
occurring in the past. Indeed, it is one thing to say that the past is real, it another to 
say that past events are still occurring. In particular, assuming that bare particulars 
of past events will always exist, GBT can be reconciled with the intuitive idea that 
events can only occur at the present time. In this perspective, becoming past involves 
alterations in a thing’s intrinsic properties to such an extent that it ceases to belong 
to its natural kind, while the bare particular of that thing will continue to exist. The 
intrinsic properties that are lost in the process are (at least) those that define the 
natural kind to which the thing in question belonged when present. As a result, since 
(i) there are no events – such as ‘Napoleon’s thinking about crowning the Emperor 
in the present’ – occurring in the past, and (ii) if one’s belief is occurring, then one 
introspectively knows it, we (as constituents of conscious events) can be confident 
we are located in the present, i.e. at the leading edge of the growing block.
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